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NH fuse link NH000, In: 40 A, gG - Low Voltage HRC fuse
NH000 40A 3NA6817-6KJ

Siemens
3NA6817-6KJ
4001869468471 EAN/GTIN

58,58 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (USA)

NH fuse link NH000, In: 40 A, gG 3NA6817-6KJ Size NH000, rated current 40A, rated voltage 690V, type of voltage AC/DC, rated breaking capacity 120kA, operational class
gL/gG (full-range line protection/full-range device protection), design indicator combination indicator, Insulated metal grip lugs (IMGL), NH fuse link, NH000, In: 40 A, gG, Un
AC: 690 V, Un DC: 250 V, combination indicator, insulated grip lugs NH fuse system 3NA, 3ND for selective line and system protection. The LV HRC fuse system from
Siemens, as an important part of the SENTRON protective components for electrical installations, offers effective personal, device and plant protection through safe shutdown
in the event of an overload or short circuit. Compared to miniature circuit breakers, higher short-circuit currents can be implemented with better current limitation at the same
time. The main features of the NH fuse system are: 1. Combination detectors signal that the fuse has been switched off by a clear color change from red to white. 2. More
safety when changing thanks to insulated grip tabs. 3. High selectivity at low cost. 4. Long-term and safe operation due to silver-plated contact blades. 5. Fuse links from 2A to
1250A and available in sizes 000, 00, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 4a. For safe, efficient electrical infrastructure in buildings and industry, Siemens offers an integrated portfolio of
protection, switching, measuring and monitoring devices, distribution boards, switches and socket outlets.
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a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
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